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Structural and Viscoelastic Properties of Actin/Filamin Networks:
Cross-Linked versus Bundled Networks
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ABSTRACT The high diversity of cytoskeletal actin structures is accomplished by myriads of actin binding proteins (ABPs).
Depending on its concentration, even a single type of ABP can induce different actin microstructures. Thus, for an overall understanding of the cytoskeleton, a detailed characterization of the cross-linker’s effect on structural and mechanical properties of
actin networks is required for each ABP. Using confocal microscopy and macrorheology, we investigate both cross-linked
and bundled actin/ﬁlamin networks and compare their microstructures as well as their viscoelastic properties in the linear and
the nonlinear regime.

INTRODUCTION
Actin is a major component of the cytoskeleton, which
accounts for the mechanical stability as well as motility of
cells (1,2). The numerous tasks of the cytoskeleton are
achieved by a huge variety of actin binding proteins
(ABPs), which accomplish a precisely tailored arrangement
of actin filaments. The locally differing microstructures are
built and maintained by cross-linking molecules, which are
a major class of ABPs. Their effect on the mechanical properties of actin networks has been studied extensively over the
past years by both reconstituting and simulating in vitro
model systems with varying degrees of complexity (3–10).
It has turned out that the high complexity of the cytoskeleton
is reflected by the fact that each cross-linking molecule has
its own characteristic effect on the structural and mechanical
network properties (3,11–16). Until now, it was widely
believed that such reconstituted actin networks should be
well equilibrated. However, recent results show that this is
not necessarily the case: Actin/a-actinin and actin/filamin
bundle networks have been shown to be kinetically trapped
(17,18). Moreover, actin/filamin networks exhibit significant
internal stresses. Filamins are ABPs, which fulfill multiple
tasks: They cross-link and bundle actin filaments but also
play an important role as signaling proteins in vivo
(19,20). Actin networks cross-linked by filamin have been
shown to exhibit a drastic macroscopic stress hardening
behavior: By applying a prestress, the nonlinear stiffness
can be tuned over several orders of magnitude while the
linear network elasticity remains moderate (21). This is in
contrast to, e.g., cross-linked actin/heavy meromyosin
(HMM) networks, where addition of HMM results in
a very strong increase of the linear network elasticity (22).
In the case of filamentous actin/filamin networks, the
nonlinear behavior can be attributed to the high flexibility
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of the individual filamin molecules (21,23). On the other
hand, in actin/filamin bundle networks, the branched and
merged network microstructure (12) might as well be responsible for the remarkable nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of
the network.
The complex microstructure of such branched bundle
networks may be the result of an aggregation controlled
growth process, which is also responsible for the aster formation in networks cross-linked by a-actinin (17). A further
complication arises from the fact that the formation of distinct
microstructures depends not only on the molar ratio between
a cross-linking ABP and actin, RABP ¼ cABP/ca, but also on the
actin concentration ca itself (24). Thus, especially for such
systems showing structural polymorphism, a thorough investigation of the viscoelastic network response and its correlation with the various microstructures is needed before suitable
theoretical models can be developed and tested.
Here, we present a detailed characterization of the structural and macromechanical properties of actin/filamin networks. Depending on the actin and filamin concentrations,
two distinct regimes can be distinguished. Within the first
concentration regime, filamin not only cross-links actin filaments, but also changes the network structure by inducing
the formation of bundles, which results in an enhancement
of the linear as well as the nonlinear network stiffness. At
high filamin concentrations, purely bundled networks
emerge, which contain bundle clusters at high actin concentrations. In the bundle regime, we observe a structural saturation, which is accompanied by an insensitivity of nonlinear
viscoelastic network properties with respect to the filamin
concentration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
G-actin is obtained from rabbit skeletal muscle and stored in lyophilized
form at 21 C (25). The G-actin solution is prepared by dissolving lyophilized actin in deionized water and dialyzing against G-buffer (2 mM Tris,
0.2 mM ATP, 0.2 mM CaCl2, 0.2 mM DTT, and 0.005% NaN3, pH 8) at
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4 C. The G-actin solution is kept at 4 C and used within 10 days. The
average length of the actin filaments is controlled to 21 mm by adjusting
the molar ratio between actin and gelsolin (26) obtained from bovine plasma
serum following Kurokawa et al. (27). Representative regions of the phase
space have also been tested without gelsolin, but no significant change in
the structural state diagram (see Fig. 3) has been observed (data not shown).
Muscle filamin was isolated from chicken gizzard and further purified as
reported in Shizuta et al. (28). The viscoelastic response of actin/ABPnetworks is determined by measuring the frequency-dependent viscoelastic
moduli G0 (f) and G00 (f) with a stress-controlled rheometer (Physica MCR
301; Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) over a frequency range of three decades.
Polymerization is initiated by adding 10% volume 10 F-buffer (20 mM
Tris, 5 mM ATP, 20 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 M KCl, and 2 mM
DTT, pH 7.5). Approximately 480 mL sample volume is loaded within
1 min into the rheometer using a 50-mm plate-plate geometry with 160-mm
plate separation. Actin polymerization is carried out in situ, and measurements are taken after full polymerization. An exact preparation protocol
has been applied, which ensures reproducibility–despite the history dependence observed for actin/filamin bundle networks (18). To ensure a linear
response, only small torques (z0.5 mNm) are applied. Because the effect
of filamin on the linear viscoelastic moduli is extremely small, all series
of experiments, in which the filamin concentration is varied at a fixed actin
concentration, were conducted with one actin preparation each. This guarantees low error bars for the viscoelastic moduli (z30%) and allows for an
accurate investigation of the effect of filamin on the network properties.
However, the comparability of absolute values between different R-series
is limited, since different actin preparations had to be used. For the viscoelastic moduli of pure actin solutions, this can result in an error of up to
a factor of two—which normally is negligible, as the effect of most crosslinking molecules on the linear moduli is much more pronounced
(13,22,24). To investigate the network structures, actin was labeled with
phalloidin-TRITC (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Confocal images are taken
with a confocal microscope (TCS SP5; Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Brightfield microscopy is used to determine the distribution of bundle thicknesses
in actin/filamin networks. A Gaussian is fitted to the minima in the intensity
profiles perpendicular to the bundles to determine the bundle thicknesses.
This method might overestimate the absolute values of the bundle diameters
and might also neglect thin bundles, which are not detectable using brightfield microscopy. Nevertheless, relative changes in the distribution of bundle

thicknesses are resolvable. For actin/filamin bundle clusters, a polygon
approximation
is applied to determine the characteristic cluster size
pﬃﬃﬃ
R ¼ A, where A denotes the area of the polygon. Upon subtraction of
the background fluorescence, the integrated fluorescence intensity of
a bundle cluster is proportional to the amount of actin filaments in the cluster
and can thus be used to represent the cluster mass, M (17).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of actin/ﬁlamin networks
Using confocal microscopy, the structure of actin/filamin
networks is studied as a function of both the actin concentration ca and the relative concentration of the ABP filamin,
Rfil ¼ cfil/ca. The actin concentration is varied from ca ¼
0.95 mM up to ca ¼ 24 mM. The molar ratio of filamin is
varied from Rfil ¼ 0.001 to Rfil ¼ 1. Depending on ca and
Rfil, different network structures are observed (Fig. 1): At
low Rfil, the network consists of single filaments that are
assumed to be cross-linked (19). Above a critical ratio R*fil,
filamin induces the formation of bundles. This critical filamin
ratio decreases with increasing actin concentrations (see
Fig. 3). At high filamin concentrations, highly static and
purely bundled actin/filamin networks are formed. There,
no single filaments are detectable using confocal microscopy.
In addition, microrheological experiments indicate that the
number of unbundled filaments in the background of the
network is very low and can be neglected. Although a high
number of PEG-coated polystyrene beads of 940 nm size is
observed to stick to the bundles, many others show very effective and long-ranged diffusion, which makes a tracking of the
beads impossible—even for relatively short time intervals
such as 50 s. For all actin concentrations investigated here,
the purely bundled actin/filamin networks exhibit a common
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FIGURE 1 Confocal images (A and B, projections of image stacks of 120-mm height; C and D, of 60-mm height; E–J, of 100-mm height) of actin/filamin
networks are shown for different actin concentrations and molar ratios of filamin. (A) ca ¼ 0.95 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.3; (B) ca ¼ 0.95 mM, Rfil ¼ 1; (C) ca ¼ 2.4 mM,
Rfil ¼ 0.1; (D) ca ¼ 2.4 mM, Rfil ¼ 1; (E) ca ¼ 4.8 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.1; (F) ca ¼ 4.8 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.4; (G) ca ¼ 9.5 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.03; (H) ca ¼ 9.5 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.3; (I) ca ¼
24 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.02; and (J) ca ¼ 24 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.1. Scale bars denote 100 mm.
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FIGURE 2 Confocal image (projection of an image stack of 20 mm height)
of an actin/filamin network (ca ¼ 2.4 mM, Rfil ¼ 0.1). Obviously, bundles are
interconnected by merged bundle segments. The scale bar denotes 10 mm.

structural feature: Highly curved bundles branch and merge
(Fig. 2). On the other hand, putative point-to-point cross links
between distinct bundles are hardly observable (12). Moreover, because of the branched network structure, free bundle
ends seem to be absent in these networks. At high actin
concentrations, filamin furthermore induces the formation
of bundle clusters (Fig. 1, F–J), which resemble the mesoscopic star-shaped heterogeneities that have been observed
in actin/a-actinin networks (17).
As significant regions of the phase space of actin/filamin
networks have been investigated, the observed network
microstructures can be summarized in a schematic structural
state diagram as a function of Rfil and ca (Fig. 3).
Increasing the filamin concentration can induce drastic
changes in the network architecture. However, within the
purely bundled phase, a critical R#fil exists, above which
a further increase of the filamin concentration has a surprisingly small effect on the network microstructure: The micro-

FIGURE 3 The structure of actin/filamin networks is shown as a function
of the actin concentration and the molar ratio of filamin. Filamin cross-links
actin filaments at low Rfil (yellow). A purely bundled network is formed at
higher Rfil (blue). At high actin concentrations, bundle clusters are formed
(red).
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structures of the networks shown Fig. 1, B, D, H, and J, are
virtually identical to those shown in Fig. 1, A, C, G, and I,
respectively. In addition, the networks shown in Fig. 1, E
and F (ca 4.8 mM), are very similar—only that a small number
of clusters is formed at Rfil ¼ 0.4. Thus it seems that in the
bundle regime the actin concentration has a stronger influence on the network structure than the filamin concentration.
To quantitatively verify the observed insensitivity of the
network structure toward high filamin concentrations, suitable parameters are needed to characterize the network architecture in detail. At low actin concentrations, the bundle
thickness is experimentally accessible using bright-field
microscopy. At high actin concentrations, however, the
bundle cluster sizes can be used as a characteristic quantity.
The distribution of bundle thicknesses is determined for
the actin/filamin networks shown in Fig. 1, B–D. A variation
of the actin concentration (ca ¼ 0.95 mM and ca ¼ 2.4 mM) at
a given Rfil ¼ 1 results in different probability distributions
of bundle diameters (Fig. 4 A): At the lower actin concentration, a significantly smaller average bundle diameter is
A

B

FIGURE 4 (A) Cumulative probabilities of bundle diameters in actin/
filamin bundle networks as denoted in the legend. The inset shows an
actin/filamin network (ca ¼ 2.4 mM, Rfil ¼ 1) observed with bright-field
microscopy. The scale bar denotes 20 mm. (B) The integrated fluorescence
intensity I of bundle clusters in actin/filamin networks (ca ¼ 24 mM, Rfil
as denoted in the legend) is plotted as a function of the characteristic cluster
size, R. Lines are respective power law fits. The inset shows the corresponding distributions of cluster intensities.
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 83–89
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observed. Yet, the bundle thickness distribution is independent of Rfil for a fixed ca ¼ 2.4 mM (Fig. 4 A). Thus, for
a given ca the actin/filamin bundle thickness is constant for
high filamin concentrations. The thickness of actin bundles
formed by fascin has been shown to be both limited and
well defined by geometric constraints imposed by the helical
structure of actin filaments (29). However, it seems improbable that such intrinsic bundle properties are responsible for
the limited size of actin/filamin bundles. Because of the
branched network structure, the diameters of actin/filamin
bundles are broadly distributed, which is in contrast to the
actin bundles formed by fascin. For actin/filamin networks,
the observed structural saturation might be the consequence
of the aggregation-controlled growth process, which drives
the formation of the kinetically trapped actin/filamin bundle
networks (18).
A diffusion-limited aggregation process has been shown
to induce bundle clusters in actin/a-actinin networks (17).
To allow for a comparison with this system, the actin/filamin
bundle clusters occurring at high actin concentrations ca ¼
24 mM are analyzed by determining the fluorescence intensity of the clusters. This is a suitable measure for the cluster
mass and can be related to the characteristic cluster size, R, as
M ~ Rd (Fig. 4 B). For the networks shown in Fig. 1, I and J,
nearly identical relations are obtained. A fractal dimension
d z 2.3 5 0.1 is obtained from a fit to the experimental
data. This value is significantly higher than the exponent
d ¼ 1.8 observed for actin/a-actinin networks (17). Considering that the actin/filamin clusters seem to be much
denser packed, this result is very reasonable. Interestingly,
the clusters formed by filamin are much larger than those
observed in actin/a-actinin networks. However, the cluster
properties are rather insensitive toward Rfil at high filamin
concentrations. Not only the fractal dimension of the clusters
but also the cluster mass distribution is undistinguishable for
Rfil ¼ 0.02 and Rfil ¼ 0.1 (inset of Fig. 4 B). In contrast,
a clearly different distribution is obtained for the low Rfil ¼
0.003. There, far fewer and smaller clusters are observed,
which are also more loosely packed (Fig. 4 B). (Note that
the increase of the cluster density with increasing filamin
A

B

concentration is not a general trend. For ca ¼ 9.5 mM, a
high number of clusters is observed at low filamin concentrations—Rfil ¼ 0.003 and Rfil ¼ 0.01—but the number of clusters is clearly lower for higher ratios Rfil R 0.03.) Similar to
the bundle thickness distribution discussed before, the analysis of the clusters confirms that the network architecture
saturates at high filamin concentrations.
Considering the out-of-equilibrium character of actin/filamin bundle networks, an insensitivity of structural network
parameters toward increasing filamin concentrations seems
reasonable—but is nevertheless surprising: Although the
resulting network structure may in general depend on Rfil, there
is always a concentration regime, where the microstructure is
almost independent of Rfil. Nevertheless, the addition of filamin may still change the properties of the individual bundles.
So far it has been demonstrated that depending on the actin
concentration as well as the molar ratio of filamin, strongly
different network architectures can be obtained: At low
concentrations, filamin cross-links filamentous actin. At
high filamin concentrations, bundle networks or even bundle
cluster networks are formed, which show a structural saturation with respect to Rfil. It remains to be shown how these
pronounced differences in the network structure manifest
themselves in the viscoelastic network response. In the
following section of this article, this question is addressed
and the macromechanical response of actin/filamin networks
is determined using macrorheology.
Viscoelastic response of actin/ﬁlamin networks
To characterize their linear viscoelastic properties, actin/filamin networks are first probed in the limit of small deformations. Several series of experiments with increasing filamin
concentrations are conducted to study the influence of filamin on the viscoelastic response of actin/filamin networks
within this linear regime. All actin concentrations used
here are higher than the overlap concentration of actin
filaments, which can be calculated to be z2.5 mM (30).
As an example, the obtained viscoelastic frequency spectra
G0 (f) and G00 (f) of actin/filamin networks with ca ¼ 9.5 mM
C

FIGURE 5 Elastic modulus G0 (f) (A) and viscous modulus G00 (f) (B) of actin/filamin networks (ca ¼ 9.5 mM) are shown for different molar ratios of filamin.
The color code depicted in panel A is also valid for panel B. (C) The apparent plateau modulus G0 ¼ G0 (10 mHz) is shown as a function of Rfil at different actin
concentrations (squares, ca ¼ 3.6 mM; upright triangles, ca ¼ 4.8 mM; inverted triangles, ca ¼ 9.5 mM; and circles, ca ¼ 24 mM).
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 83–89
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and varying filamin concentrations Rfil are depicted in Fig. 5,
A and B. In contrast to actin networks cross-linked by other
ABPs like HMM (31) or fascin (32), these frequency spectra
are quite featureless. This indicates that in the linear network
response of actin/filamin networks, there is no intrinsic timescale—at least within the experimentally accessible
frequency range. To characterize the network stiffness as
a function of ca and Rfil, an apparent plateau modulus
G0:¼ G0 (10 mHz) is defined.
As shown in (Fig. 5 C), filamin significantly enhances the
stiffness of actin networks for ca > 3.6 mM. However, the
effect of filamin on the linear stiffness of the actin network
is rather weak compared to other actin cross-linking molecules like HMM (22), fascin (24), scruin (13), or a-actinin
(33). For all actin concentrations investigated here, even
the addition of high filamin concentrations enhances the
apparent plateau modulus G0 by less than one order of
magnitude. At least for the filamentous networks this can
be rationalized considering the high flexibility of individual
filamin molecules (21). For the bundled networks, the weak
increase in the linear network stiffness is rather surprising—
especially since actin/filamin bundle networks exhibit
internal stresses (18), which would be expected to enhance
the network elasticity (21,34).
So far we have studied the viscoelastic properties of actin/
filamin networks exclusively in the limit of small deformations, i.e., in the linear regime. There, the influence of filamin
on the network elasticity is rather small—but not its influence on the network structure. As a consequence, a precise
correlation of structural and mechanical network properties
is highly difficult. Thus, we now address the nonlinear
network properties at high deformations, where the effect
of filamin has been reported to be much stronger (21). This
nonlinear regime is investigated best with a constant shear
rate g_ to minimize creep artifacts during the measurement.
A shear rate g_ ¼ 20% s1 is used for ca ¼ 4.8 mM, and
g_ ¼ 12.5% s1 is used for all other actin concentrations.
From the recorded stress-strain relation s(g) the differential
vs
is calculated (35).
modulus KðgÞ ¼ vg

A

B

Fig. 6 A shows the nonlinear response for actin/filamin
networks with ca ¼ 9.5 mM and varying filamin concentrations. The addition of filamin clearly enhances the strainhardening behavior of actin networks. The dependence of
the maximal nonlinear network stiffness Kmax and the corresponding yield stress smax on Rfil is similar for all actin
concentrations investigated here (Fig. 6, B and C): At low
molar ratios of filamin, both parameters increase strongly.
This trend continues up to filamin concentrations that
roughly correspond to the regime where bundle networks
are formed. Note that for low actin concentrations (ca ¼
3.6 mM and ca ¼ 4.8 mM), pure actin solutions do not
show strain-hardening at the experimental conditions used
here—but filamin induces strain-hardening for Rfil R 0.01.
At high Rfil, an insensitivity of smax and Kmax toward the
filamin concentration is observed. We speculate that the
saturation of smax and Kmax in the bundle regime is directly
correlated with the observed insensitivity of the structural
network properties with respect to high filamin concentrations. Although the network architecture saturates at high
Rfil, an increased filamin concentration may still change the
interconnectivity of distinct bundles, which is generated by
cross links formed by filamin, as well as the degree of
cross-linking between individual actin filaments within
a bundle. This might not only explain the fact that the
apparent plateau modulus G0 is still increasing, but also
the observation that the shape of the nonlinear response
K(g) becomes broader with increasing Rfil.
It has been shown before that the interconnectivity of actin
networks, i.e., the presence of transient cross links, gives rise
to a pronounced loading rate dependence of the nonlinear
response, which is based on forced unbinding events of
distinct cross links (34). Thus, we perform shear-rate-dependent measurements to address the influence of the filament/
filament or bundle/bundle interconnectivity on the nonlinear
response of actin/filamin networks. Indeed, the nonlinear
response of actin/filamin bundle networks (ca ¼ 4.8 mM)
strongly depends on the shear rate g_ (Fig. 7): With decreasing
shear rates the maximum nonlinear stiffness Kmax decreases

C

FIGURE 6 (A) The differential modulus K is shown as a function of strain for different molar ratios of filamin (ca ¼ 9.5 mM). The values smax (B) and Kmax
(C) are plotted as a function of Rfil for different actin concentrations (squares, ca ¼ 3.6 mM; upright triangles, ca ¼ 4.8 mM; inverted triangles, ca ¼ 9.5 mM; and
circles, ca ¼ 24 mM).
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by more than one order of magnitude; in addition, smax
decreases toward low shear rates. Moreover, for low shear
rates, Kmax is reached at higher strains—a reorganization of
the actin/filamin network during the shear experiment might
be possible because of unbinding events of transient actin/filamin cross links giving rise to a flow behavior of the network.
The independence of smax and Kmax of Rfil in the purely
bundled regime (Fig. 6 C) holds true only for shear rates
g_ T 10% s1. At low shear rates, both parameters depend
on the filamin concentration (Fig. 7, C and D). Although
increasing filamin concentrations induce no additional structural changes, they suffice to alter the mechanical properties—most probably by increasing the interconnectivity, i.e.,
the cross-link density between merged bundle segments or
between actin filaments in the bundles. The observed dependence on Rfil suggests that for high shear rates the nonlinear
_
response is dominated by the network structure. At low g,
however, the interconnectivity—which depends on the filamin concentration—plays a more important role, as smax and
Kmax depend on Rfil. It can be speculated that the critical
shear rate g_ ¼ 10% s1 , below which smax and Kmax depend
on Rfil, corresponds to the timescale necessary for sufficient
unbinding and rebinding events of filamin molecules to allow
for structural reorganizations during the shear experiment.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that actin/filamin networks
exhibit various network architectures which depend on the
concentration of both proteins. In addition to cross-linked
filamentous networks, bundle networks are observed as
well as highly heterogeneous bundle cluster networks. A
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 83–89

FIGURE 7 The differential modulus K of actin/filamin
bundle networks (ca ¼ 4.8 mM) (A) Rfil ¼ 0.072; (B) Rfil ¼
0.216 is shown as a function of strain for different shear
rates. The corresponding smax (C) and Kmax (D) are plotted
_ The values Rfil ¼ 0.072 and Rfil ¼ 0.216
as functions of g.
are denoted as circles and squares, respectively.

structural saturation occurs at high filamin concentrations
although not all binding sites are occupied. This structural
insensitivity toward the molar ratio of filamin manifests itself also in the nonlinear viscoelastic network properties.
Although the transition from a regime of cross-linked filaments to a purely bundled regime is accompanied by
a strong increase of the maximal nonlinear stiffness
Kmax and the corresponding yield stress smax, both parameters are constant at higher filamin concentrations. At
these high filamin concentrations, the structure of actin/filamin networks is determined by an aggregation-controlled
growth process (18) rather than by thermal equilibrium.
This may account for the observed structural insensitivity
with respect to the filamin concentration. However, the
linear network stiffness G0 still increases as a function
of Rfil—which is most probably due to an increasing
bundle stiffness. Our results demonstrate that actin/filamin
networks exhibit various network structures which entail
distinct linear and nonlinear viscoelastic properties. Therefore, theoretical descriptions of the mechanical properties
of actin/filamin networks must take into account these
different network structures. The detailed characterization
of actin/filamin networks presented here sets the basis
for further studies addressing the microscopic origin of
the structural transitions in living cells as well as their
consequences on the macromechanical properties of the
cytoskeleton.
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